Note: When building an Inside 90° Corner, it is recommended that once the contractor gets to the base row of the inside corner, the contractor should then start each subsequent row at the corner and lay block out from the corner. Remember, the block has a 1" setback built into it for each row of block. This will have two different effects on the finished wall. First, at the point of the 90° corner, the wall will not be vertical, but rather the actual line at the corner will be laying back at the same 3.6° of batter as the face of each of the sides of the wall that come together at the corner. Second, as each new row of block is placed at the corner, the block will be set back not only 1" along the vertical axis but also will be placed 1" inside toward the corner along the horizontal axis. If you were to follow the second row of block out from the corner, you would see that the end of this row of block in the wall is 1" shorter in the horizontal / lineal direction than the base row. The third row of block will be 2" shorter in the horizontal / lineal direction than the base row, and so on. For taller walls, you may notice that the "running bond joint" is sliding off center by 2" for every other row. This is an aesthetic matter, not a structural issue.